Enterprise systems produce a vast amount of logging data. This critical and valuable information must be processed automatically for timely system analysis and recovery. As a result of industry demands, a standard database containing known issues has been introduced -a symptom database. Each symptom consists of a rule pattern and corresponding solutions. Patterns used for symptom identification are encoded as a XPath expression and matched against a stream of events in a standardized WSGI format Common Base Event. The ability of an efficient matching for symptom patterns has been raised as an important requirement by industries.
monitoring sensors to effectively match known patterns in large datasets in runtime. Unlike current state of the art approaches, our solution allows users to define patterns using all the complex XPath functions in addition to standard numeric and boolean operators. We especially aim at efficient simultaneous matching of a large set of XPath based symptom patterns against a high-volume event stream, which is crucial for symptom identification but has not been addressed efficiently by currently available XPath matching engines.
Introduction
Software systems are growing more complex and in particular for enterprise applications the interactions between internal components can be extremely complex. To ease the process of maintaining such complex systems, autonomic computing [1] (AC) has been introduced and gained much popularity. In the AC architecture, an autonomic manager can monitor and analyze data produced by managed elements in order to make execution plans. Event correlation plays an important role in the AC context, because it can help deciding corresponding actions for each occurring event as well as assessing the component's running status [2] . By matching patterns and rules for events, event signals can be transformed into more meaningful data for other AC management components to consume. However, in the case of managing large-scale systems such as Cloud [3] , event correlation has to take potential issues of scalability, serviceability, and interoperability into consideration. Otherwise, as the monitored system scales up to hundreds or even thousands of components, these potential issues will become problematic.
To address event correlation related problems, the Run-Time Correlation Engine [4] (RTCE) has been developed as an autonomic framework to automatically correlate events, analyze them, and identify known errors in real-time. One of key features provided is the ability to process a large set of XPath [5] based rules defined in symptom databases [6] . XPath is recommended by W3C as one of the languages to easily query XML [7] data. XPath has been defined with a set of powerful functions for easy data selection and relationship operators for efficient path selection.
Since XPath is a powerful XML query language, processing efficiently large sets of XPath queries against high volumes of stream based XML data is a challenging task.
This problem has been addressed from various aspects by projects such as XSQ [8] , XFilter [9] , YFilter [10] , and QuickXScan [11] . A shared approach is to convert all XPath queries into a form of transducers which enables the matching of XML documents in one pass. Alternative research area targets support for multiple documents matching, such as MMQJP [12] . MMQJP process joins XML documents in two phases. Phase one uses an XPath evaluator to produce tree pattern based on XPath expressions and phase two uses a join processor to process the queries based on phase one results.
In real industrial environments, enterprise applications may produce high volumes of monitoring data. As a result, the ability to efficiently identify important erroneous patterns is becoming challenging. Although many previously proposed algorithms are able to efficiently evaluate XPath axis traversals, none of them contains an effective design for handling a large number of XPath predications such as string pattern matching, which is a common feature to define symptom rules. To ease such difficult tasks, we have extended the current RTCE XPath engine to be able to process complex symptoms. The new symptom matching algorithm has been developed and implemented to allow the XPath evaluation engine to efficiently process a large set of XPath queries, which can be written using most of the XPath functions to match against multiple documents (events in our case). The main attribute of the algorithm is a single pass processing. Our XPath engine loads and compiles all queries (contained in symptom databases [6] ) beforehand and then processes incoming events by updating internal structures. Once a pattern is matched our engine shows associated detailed description for the symptom along with the resolution. Moreover, in the context of AC, many self-monitoring components such as sensors [13] [14] may also benefit from the symptom matching algorithm, which allows sensors to detect complex event patterns to make decisions and policies more accurately.
Furthermore, real industries always need to detect and fix defects prior to each product release in order to maintain a good quality for their services. In particular, an empirical study has shown that up to 45% of software fixing changes are recurring [15] . As a result, in addition to detecting and fixing new defects, the software industries also have to verify that all previously existing defects do not recur. However, manually performing such data analysis for each application event would be extremely time-consuming and error-prone. The algorithm being presented in this paper will allow testing teams to efficiently verify a large set of defects based on their error patterns. Our solution is especially useful for capturing defects with patterns consisting of multiple events, which can not be automatically captured by the current RTCE. In particular, our solution has been deployed in real industrial environments and saved a lot of testing teams time to perform manual defect analysis tasks. For example, System Verification Test (SVT) teams in IBM Dublin Software Lab is currently using our solution to defect various defects, which are exported from the bug database of Jazz Team Server (JTS) [16] during each system test. For example, testers often add the various error patterns in their defect description sections. When a list of defects are exported, we use a parser to convert the defects to symptom entries, which can be used to efficiently match recurring defects.
To properly form a defect for large enterprise applications, a error pattern often needs to be specified with multiple application error patterns, which individually may include Websphere [17] , DB2 [18] , and Oracle [19] .
The paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 gives some background information. Section 3 explains the implementation of our new algorithm to solve each of the previously discussed challenges and then in Section 4 we present our experimental results. In Section 5, we discuss related work and then conclude in Section 6.
Background
Common Base Event (CBE) has become an industrial standard format for describing events in enterprise applications. CBE has a predefined extensible XML structure which gives the ability to carry any type of events. A sample CBE is shown in listing 1. A common XML-based format simplifies knowledge exchange between software tools and database. g l o b a l I n s t a n c e I d=" m y h os t:1095479647062:1899 " msg="WSVR0024I: S e r v e r s e r v e r 1 stopped " s e v e r i t y=" 10 " version=" 1 . 0 . 1 "> . . . <sourceComponentId component="com . ibm . ws . " . . . /> <msgDataElement msgLocale=" en US" . . . /> < s i t u a t i o n categoryName=" R e p o r t S i t u a t i o n " . . . />
</CommonBaseEvent>
XPath principles and terminology is explained on the following short XPath query example:
The expression selects XML documents that have first node level named foo with an attribute msg containing the word hello. Important terminology terms are:
• Path refers to the entire XPath expression /foo[contains(@msg, 'hello')]
• Axis is the relationship between nodes. In the given example, / expresses beginning from the root of a document.
• Node Test is a node type or an expanded name. In the example, foo is the Node Test.
• Predicate is an expression which further examines the node, using functions and operators. In the example, the expression [contains(@msg, 'hello')] is a predicate.
Symptom database version 2 is a stack of known issues -symptoms. Symptom database enables administrators to easily share the knowledge about the system with developers and other users. A typical symptom entry is a triple of a rule, a description, and a recommendation. Listing 2 displays a simplified version of a symptom database entry. Symptom definition contains a unique identificator and links to a symptom rule and a symptom effect. The symptom rule consists of two main nodes: the XPath expression node which provides the rule that matches the CBE and the description node which gives the detailed explanation for the problem DB ping timeout. The linked symptom effect provides the recommendation DB machine is not running to help users resolve the issue. The Run-Time Correlation Engine [4] (RTCE) has been developed in conjunction with our industrial partner IBM, and serves us as a platform base for the symptom matching implementation presented in this paper. RTCE has been deployed by several test teams across the world for monitoring enterprise applications. RTCE can significantly save administrators' time spent on system analysis [20] . For example, one particular testing team reports one full log analysis in 1 hour which is estimated to take up to 23 working hours without automated support of RTCE.
To ensure the research work is helpful for solving real-life problems for software industries, we have carried out regular frequent meetings with IBM System Verification Test (SVT) team managers and discussed how our current research work can improve their testing experiences by avoiding many manual tasks. We assessed the quality of our solution based on their feedback in relation to high system throughput, memory efficiency, and accuracy. Furthermore, we are also occasionally involved in IBM cross team collaborations to share our knowledge and discuss how our research algorithms can be used to solve different problems faced by other teams. In order to improve industrial testing experiences, we have made the decision to design and implement a lightweight solution with specific rules for functional and system testing teams to ease their troubleshooting tasks.
Algorithm for Real-time Symptom Identification
RTCE identifies known issues in streams of CBE. The old built-in evaluation engine was developed to accept a Symptom database version 1 which is based on simple keyword matching. The engine uses Aho-Corasick [21] string search algorithm to efficiently (i.e. in linear complexity) identify matched keywords within the large set of symptom definitions [4] .
The presented XPath matching engine constructs a Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (NFA) from all XPath predicates. The engine then expands the automaton in each of the string patterns found in XPath predicates. Final states (which corresponds to matched symptom rules) are augmented with a problem description and recommendation. When incoming events are matched by the NFA, the associated symptoms can be immediately found. Therefore the events can be always precisely matched with correct symptoms. In addition, multiple symptoms may contain the same symptom pattern. In such a case, if the pattern is matched, the engine will return all the associated symptoms, which can satisfy all pattern conditions. The XPath evaluation engine presented provides high performance (Section 4) for stream based event matching even for sets of thousands of XPath based symptom rules. In any case, RTCE provides a stable linear performance for symptom matching.
Basic Functions
XPath [5] supports node functions, boolean functions, number functions, and string functions. String functions are the most commonly used functions in symptom database predicates. At the same time, the evaluation of string functions is the most expensive operation in predicates. As we discussed previously, using NFA to handle string pattern contained in XPath string function is the approach that we want to undertake. Our algorithm constructs NFA based on string patterns contained in each symptom rule and then adds indices for each string pattern. The indices allow substring related functions to check the exact matching position for each event. To handle equals to operations, we append \# in the beginning of the event and \$ at the end of the event. If the contains function matches any string pattern as well as the two special characters, the string pattern must be the same as the event rather than a subset of the event. Additionally, we also support starts-with, contains, substring-before, substring-after, substring, and string-length.
For the multiple events matching feature, we constructed symptom rules containing multiple event definitions as a tree model. The last event is used as the root event, and then any and events is linked as the children of later events. Because the solution needs to correlate stream based CBE or converted string events, the main challenge is to remember old events that have patterns matched and partially satisfy its symptom rule. By simply remembering all past events is not going to scale well as handling tens of thousands of events per second can quickly reach the memory capacity. The algorithm we developed is using pure numeric indices to save future event points, which can possibly proceed to the root event in the tree structure. In addition, if the number of records reaches a certain threshold, we will discard the oldest index to avoid memory leak, which may occur if we keep adding each new index without discarding any of the previous indices. 
XPath Evaluation Functions
We will present our solution for supporting XPath string functions and other types of operations using 7 algorithms (See Fig. 2 Call buildXPathFunction (xpathLeft, parent)
return xpathLeft 4: else {xpath contains a binary operator} 5: if xpath contains 'OR' then 6: create an OR binary operator (BO) 7: else if xpath contains 'AND' then 8: create an AND binary operator (BO) 9: else {xpath contains 'NOT'}
10:
create a NOT binary operator (BO) 11: end if 12: Call constructXPath (xpathLeft, BO)
13:
Call constructXPath (xpathRight, BO) • substring-before pattern is converted to add # in the beginning as well as adding delimiter in the end (Line 12). Because for a given substring-before function, the expected string pattern is all the words contained in the source up to the delimiter.
• substring-after pattern is converted to add delimiter in the beginning and $ at the end of the pattern. (Line 12)
• substring function is treated under two cases. One case consists of offset only and the other one consists of offset and length (Line 17).
-If substring function contains one matching source and one offset, then the string pattern will be appended with $ sign in the end. Because such a string function matches the pattern from the given offset until the end of source.
We also convert the offset to be the sum of the specified offset plus the length of the pattern (Line 23 and 24).
-If substring contains length argument in addition to matching source and offset, the string pattern will remain the same. Because such a string function matches the pattern from the given offset up to the given length. The offset is the sum of the specified offset plus the specified length minus 1 (Line 29).
At the end of these string conversions, patterns will be added to the automaton with the contains function. Once all the symptoms are constructed, a function for building automaton failures needs to be called in order to complete the NFA. These two functions are implemented based on Aho-Corasick [21] algorithm. Beyond the pattern based string functions, we also support some mathematical functions and string-length function as the post checking functions (Lines 35 ∼ 40). The post checking functions are not examined immediately during event evaluation. Instead, these functions will not be evaluated until they are asked by the parents to perform the evaluation for two reasons. The first reason is that these functions or operations do not have string patterns and can not be used to determine a concrete problem. For example, /CommonBaseEvent[@priority mod 2 = 1] uses a remainder function to check if the event priority is an odd number. As there can be many events created with odd priority numbers, such a function can not be used to represent any concrete problem. The second reason is that if the symptom database contains thousands of numeric or boolean operations by examining each one for every event can cost computational resources.
After the NFA is constructed for all symptoms, the Alg. 4 shows how our engine processes each event with NFA. Line 1 adds # in the beginning of the event and appends $ at the end of the event. These two special symbols will make the events data be consistent with our converted patterns. Then Line 2 defines an offset variable to count up the number of examined characters. Because of the appended # character, the initial variable value is set to −1. The for loop will process every character contained in the event from left to right sequentially. After getting each character, Line 4 will search the matching node in automaton for the current character. The algorithm used to get the matching node is also based on Aho-Corasick [21] . Once a series of characters is matched by one of the predefined patterns, Line 5 will be activated. For each of the functions linked with the pattern, it will try to get the associated symptom by calling retrieveSymptom function along with the current event and offset variable (Line 7).
Alg. 5 represents the retrieveSymptom method which uses self iteration to reach the higher level of nodes. In the beginning it validates the node linked on the other side (one parent node can only contain two nodes, see Alg. 2). If it fails on validating the node on the other side, it will save the event sequence number to ensure that the same method can succeed if the other node is satisfied later on the same event. In the case that the validation succeeds, it checks if it can reach the CBE object. If it can, then it will retrieve the symptom details from the CBE object (Line 14). Otherwise, it Call buildAutomaton (x, contains(x, -1)) 6: else if xpath is 'contains' then 7: x = string pattern 8: create contains(x, -1)
parent ⇐ contains(x, −1)
10:
Call buildAutomaton (x, contains(x, -1)) 11: else if xpath is 'substring-before' then 12: x = '# + string pattern + delimiter 13: create contains(x, -1)
14:
15:
Call buildAutomaton (x, contains(x, -1)) 16: else if xpath is 'substring-after' then 17: x = delimiter + string pattern + '$ Call buildAutomaton (x, contains(x, -1)) 21: else if xpath is 'substring' then 22: if xpath function has two arguments then 23: x = string pattern + $
24:
newOffset = offset + length(string pattern) 25: create contains(x, newOffset) 26: parent ⇐ contains(x, newOf f set) 27: Call buildAutomaton (x, contains(x, newOffset)) 28: else {xpath function has three arguments} get successor for c in automaton 5: if successor has linked functions then 6: for all functions do 7: symptom ⇐ retrieveSymptom(event, of f set) 8: return symptom 9: end for 10: end if 11: of f set = of f set + 1 12: end for continues the iteration by calling its parent on the same method.
Algorithm 5 function retrieveSymptom (event, offset)
1: if this function is on LHS then 2: validate right side function with offset 3: else {this function is on RHS} 4: validate left side function with offset 5: end if 6: if The other side function fails on validation then 7: save the event sequence number We believe that the node set and number functions are not really useful for symptom users to identify issues in stream based events. Therefore, we did not add the support for these two sets of functions in our algorithm. Normal number operations and special number operators such as mod and div are all supported as post checking functions.
Multiple Complex Event Processing
To support multiple events matching, we divide each set of related CBE into two categories: normal CBE and root CBE. A root CBE has no parent but has a direct link to the symptom details and a normal CBE has at least one parent CBE but has no direct link to symptom details. Alg. 6 checks if itself is a root CBE whenever the CBE is entirely satisfied by an event. If it is not, then it will use Alg. 7 to add future matching points by passing its own index and the sequence number of the current event. Alg. 7 is used by the CBE to calculate and save the possible matching point for the future events. If any future event can satisfy all the CBE functions and also has the sequence number equaling to one of saved matching points, the CBE will be entirely satisfied by the event.
Alg. 6 evaluates the CBE under two categories, which are normal CBE and root CBE.
Each CBE is constructed as a binary tree structure as shown in Fig. 1 and the last CBE is marked as the root CBE. Each of the CBEs constructed from the same symptom rule is dependent on one or more other CBEs. The dependency is based on parent-child mode and each CBE is the parent of smaller indexed CBE. Therefore, the root CBE which has the biggest index does not have any parent CBE. Instead, the root CBE contains the direct link to the resource of symptom details (Line 7 and 8). During event processing, each CBE is activated in sequence. In order to make a CBE fully satisfied, it must contain the activation record for the current event and have all functions belonging to the CBE satisfied (Line 2). If a normal CBE is activated, it calls all parent CBEs to add the sequence number for future events on Line 4. The root CBE does not need to call other CBEs, but it can be called by its child CBE to add matching points.
We use an index in Alg. 7 to add matching points, which are calculated based on the event sequence number and CBE relationship. When a CBE is partially satisfied by the current event, Alg. 7 will be invoked to add matching points for future events.
First, Alg. 7 calculates the index gap between the child CBE index and its own index (Line 1). Then Alg. 7 adds the sum of current event sequence number plus the index
Algorithm 6 function retrieveSymptom (event)
Require: event is not empty 1: if this CBE is not Root CBE then 2: if has been partially activated on this event && all functions have matched on the same event then 3: for all parent CBEs do 4: Call parent.addMatchings( event.sequenceNo, self.index)
5:
end for 6: end if 7: return null 8: else {this CBE is the Root CBE} 9: if has been partially activated on this event && all functions have matched on the same event then 10: return symptom description and recommendation 11: end if 12: return null 13: end if gap to the list of all matching points. The matching points list contains all previously added event sequence numbers that can partially satisfy the current CBE. Once a next matching point is added, the function will sort all matching points in ascending order (Line 7). The main purpose of the sorting is to delete the oldest matching point if the size of the list is greater than the maximum size (the sum of index gap plus 1). If the list reaches the maximum size, it means the current event has gone too far to make use of the oldest matching point. For example, assuming a symptom rule is defined as CBE [1] ... and CBE [3] ... and the CBE[1] had asked CBE [3] to add matching points for the first three events. In this case the CBE [3] keeps the sequence numbers of 3, 4, and 5 as the matching points. If the fourth event matches then CBE [3] is asked to add a new matching point. In such case, it will add the sequence number 6 to the list, but the size of the list will be greater than the maximum size of 3. The oldest matching point 3 will not be able to make CBE [3] be satisfied for any further events. So CBE [3] will delete 3 from the list to save heap space. With this design, we could maintain a stable heap size rather than consuming heap space for each saved matching point.
Algorithm 7 function addMatchings (seqNo, calleeIndex)
if allMatchingPoints is empty then 4: add nextMatchingPoint to allMatchingPoints 5: else {there are matching points saved before} 6: add nextMatchingPoint to allMatchingPoints 7: sort allMatchingPoints in ascending order 8: if M atchingP oints size > indexGap + 1 then 2. If any event contains abc and ends with .\{2\}xyz, the CBE[3] will be activated.
Then CBE [5] will save the sum of the event sequence number plus 2.
3. When CBE [1] was activated by an event, then the following 5th event will be evaluated for CBE [5] . If the 5th event contains def and has priority value equaling to 1, then the 5th event will be fully activated and returned with the associated symptom details. The same procedure applies for CBE [3] . If an event activates CBE [3] , the following 3rd event will be evaluated for CBE [5] . If the 3rd event also satisfies all functions of CBE [5] , the same symptom details will be returned.
Performance Evaluation
To assess our algorithm, we carried out a number of real-time performance tests in addition to our unit test (the test data including application logs and symptom databases, are all provided by IBM). Our solution is primarily designed for RTCE to handle complex pattern matching and the performance of the solution is one of key aspects for our tests. In order to clearly understand how well the new engine can perform, we carried out the tests with two different purposes. One is to show the performance of standalone test and the other one will show the performance of the new RTCE which integrates our new XPath engine. These two sets of performance tests will be presented in Section 4. In addition, we have found that running the same test multiple times the test results slightly varied for each run. To make the results clear, we will show both the best and worst testing results for each test case and use the '*' sign to highlight the best-achieved result.
Experiment Goals
First, we will carry out most tests for both the old and new evaluation engines, in order
to compare the results and analyze the extra overhead introduced by our solution. More importantly, we have to ensure that the new engine can also process the original symptom rule as efficiently as the old engine. If the solution has bad backward compatibility, the new engine will definitely not be acceptable.
The test data we are using is based on Apache Access logs, so for most of our tests (except in memory standalone tests), our XPath engine needs to convert the event to CBE format and then process it. In order to avoid environment or other uncontrollable factors affecting the results, we carried out a minimum of three runs for each test case.
Due to space limitations, the tables will only show the lower and upper bounds of our results. In addition, most of our tests are divided into three categories and each test will use the same size of symptom database which contains about 16, 500 symptom entries.
The first category C1 can match 0 symptoms in our test data, which is also considered as extremely stable running case. The second category C2 matches some symptoms in relation to the error occurring cases. The C2 tests will consist of three separate symptom rules, each which matches a different string pattern using contains function.
Tests C2 will also have a large amount of events being matched for the symptom rules and is considered as the extreme error-prone case. We believe that if the new engine can handle the extreme test cases, it will be able to easily handle normal test cases. The third category C3 is designed for our new XPath evaluation engine only, because the matching involves multiple event matching, the original XPath engine can not perform this task.
The third category contains one symptom rule to match three sequentially occurring events with each one containing the same pattern as C2. So the C3 tests will match the same number of error events as C2, but only selects three sequentially occurring ones.
In other words, C2 will show the testing results for single event matching, but C3 will show the results of multiple event matching.
Standalone Experiment
All the standalone performance tests are carried out on a reference hardware 1 . All the executing programs are written and executed with J2SE 1.6.0 20. For each performance test, we use the same size of symptom database which has about 16, 500 symptom Tests are executed under three categories as we introduced above, C1 matches 0 events, C2 matches some events for three different symptom rules, and C3 matching involves one symptom rule consisting of three sequentially occurring error events. Our tests consist of two scenarios: One is using pure memory test data to run the tests which has the least interference from the running environment; the other one will be carried out based on pure hard disk input which can show the potential performance for handling offline events analysis. Table 1 and Table 2 show the test results for both the old and new XPath engines with different total numbers of events. 2 We can easily assess how well the new XPath engine can perform by comparing both engines. For the first test case (C1, Table 1 , 2), we see that the new engine has slightly lower throughput than the old engine. The reason for the lower throughput is that the new engine has to spend more time on examining the extra characters (\#\$) for each event. The second test case (C2) also shows more performance degradation, and the reason is because of the extra operations for updating event matching points in addition to examine the extra characters. The third test case (C3) shows the ability of the new engine to handle multiple event matching and the throughput is almost the same as single event matching case (C2). By comparing the results from Table 2 , we also see that the two sets of results are quite similar which can indicate the good scalability for both engines. The in-memory test results shows similar throughputs for both engines, and the result give a good indication for the success of our new XPath evaluation engine. Table 3 shows the results by using disk input data, which can potentially indicate the performance for offline events analysis. Beyond the three test categories, test case 0 shows the throughput of pure disk reading which only reads data from the hard disk with nothing else processed.
Then we carried out our tests under three predefined categories, and compared the results to the pure disk reading to see how much overhead is introduced by our old and new symptom matching engines. The test case one (C1) shows almost the same performance for both engines. Although, the old engine has higher throughput during the in-memory test, but by running both engines with disk input data the overall throughput will be more depended on the disk transfer rate. However, the second test case(C2) shows a slightly performance downgrade for our new engine.
During the test run, we have observed that CPU was not fully utilized and it spent quite a lot of time waiting on disk input. Thus the lower throughput is caused by slower event processing rate. On the other hand, each time the data is fetched from disk the new engine is not able to process the data as quickly as the old engine. But the throughput difference is not as much as in-memory test (C2) due to disk I/O limitation.
The last test case (C3) shows the result for multiple event matching and the performance is almost same as the C1 and C2 test cases. We find both engines have lower throughput than pure disk reading, but we believe the small overhead introduced by both engines is acceptable and reasonable.
Integration Experiment
Experiment setup: RTCE was deployed on a machine with quad-core Q9400 2.66GHz
(400% CPU usage in total), 8GB RAM and 100Mbps Network card. All the tests are performed on the Ubuntu 8.10 with Oracle (Sun) Java 6. The original RTCE uses a maximum of 2GB JVM while the new RTCE uses a maximum of 2.5 GB JVM, where the extra heap is allocated for storing the new indices. To better assess the performance of our solution, we carried out a number of real-time tests for the integrated RTCE which has both engines deployed. In the integration test, each test category can reflect different real life use cases. as the most common way of attacking. The Irish Central Applications Office [22] (CAO) web site has experienced such attacks and was completely blocked on 23rd, Aug 2010 [23] . The large volume of bogus requests caused the CAO server to be overloaded. In such case, the CAO web server may log thousands of attacking events per second and each of the events may contain some of the attacking symptoms. So the (C2) test case will be focusing on examining the throughput of high volume symptoms identification for special test cases.
3. C3 test case can show the performance of RTCE for detecting a series of error events, which have each individual one to partially reflect a known symptom issue.
Using the same example in C2, among the tens of thousands of attacks there could be a small number of attacks getting through web server down to database server. Assuming that the CAO system consists of standard three-tier applications (i.e. web tier, application tier and database tier) then for each successful attack, each of the three-tiers will save a log record for the illegal access of the system.
By deploying RTCE with new multiple events matching support, such separated events logged by three different tier applications can be detected as a single deep attacking symptom. In C3, the total number of matched symptoms will be same as C2, however C3 will not return any symptom for individual matched events unless it detects three sequentialy occurred symptoms with corresponding patterns specified in the symptom rule (e.g /CBE [1] [contains(@msg,'webAttacked')]
and /CBE [2] [contains(@msg,'appAttacked')]
and /CBE [3] [contains(@msg,'dbAttacked')]). have turned on all commonly used functionalities such as unique event combination, source application and source runs. We have compared the performance of both the old and new engines and we found the two engines had quite similar performance. The reason for this is because the high throughput presented in standalone tests supersedes the maximum RTCE throughput. However, both engines in C2 show a small performance drop in throughput. We believe the main reason is because the large number of symptom details needs to be garbage collected by Java Garbage Collector [24] (JavaGC). The JavaGC can pause the system for a short time each time it is triggered. Moreover, the large number of events to be correlated per second will trigger the JavaGC to be activated quite often, which will slightly affect the system performance especially for a long duration test. C3 shows a slight performance increase and we think it is because of less triggered JavaGC for the small number of returned symptoms. To summarize the results, under each testing category, both the old and new RTCE can show relatively high throughput with reasonable amount of CPU usage during 1 hour testing. We think our new engine is well designed for handling stream based complex symptom matching.
Related Work
Researchers have developed a number of techniques to address different problems to improve the efficiency and scalability of XML querying engines. Most of the techniques are built on top of the success of automata and XPath language such as XSQ [8] but XPath is considered to be a more efficient way to query structure documents such as XML and HTML. This is because natural regular expression is not aware of each of the structured tags in XML or HTML at all. From the ease of use perspective for end users, the XPath expression can be more easily understood and written than regular expression. In particular, in order to support multiple event symptom matching using regular expression the job can be even harder.
Other classical stream processing engines such as Aurora [27] , Aurora* [28] , Medusa [29] , Borealis [30] and Esper [31] are using different query languages to retrieve data from event streams. Because the query model that they are using to retrieve data is not based on patterns but SQL-syntax like, they can not be directly compared to the RTCE event correlation engine. To make the RTCE XPath evaluation engine more competitive against other XPath evaluation engines, there was another concern in supporting XML axis evaluation which are mainly supported by other XPath algorithms (this later proved to be unnecessary). The main reason is because the RTCE XPath evaluation engine was built based on CBE and Symptom Database techniques which have XML structures well defined in the specification. So it is no longer necessary to provide flexible XPath axis matching in the XPath evaluation engine. Beyond the support for the small set of XPath functions, the current engine can only support single event matching and is hard to identify complicated problems across multiple events. So if symptom users want to specify a symptom rule to match a series of events with different patterns, the current XPath evaluation engine will not be able to handle it.
Conclusions
We presented a solution to match complex patterns for stream based events which is not restricted to be XML formatted. The solution requires complex patterns to be written in XPath expressions. Symptom users can create new symptoms rules with string based XPath functions as well as adding other post processing operations to match more accurate patterns.
In addition to the XPath function supports, our solution also allows users to perform multiple event based symptom matching which can be potentially useful for special use cases, which can not be automatically handled by the current RTCE. As a result, the proposed solution is able to give the current RTCE a significant functional upgrade to efficiently capture more complex problems with slightly degraded event processing throughput. In particular, our solution can deliver good backward compatibility for capturing single event based patterns. Therefore, we conclude that our solution has been successfully designed and implemented for complex pattern matching.
Furthermore, the algorithm of multiple event matching can be easily extended to support events to be matched on non-absolute position. For example, 'some error')] and /CBE [5] [contains(@msg, 'end')]. In this example, the second event can be matched at any position between the first matched event and fifth matched event. Due to the space limitation, the implementation was not shown in Section 3. Such non-absolute position matching can be useful to identify symptoms where the correct ordering for incoming events can not be always guaranteed. For example, network latency sometimes may occur and cause the events to appear much later than the expected time. In such cases, the delayed events can only be captured by specifying non-absolute positions. However, the main drawback of using non-absolution position is that some patterns may not be precisely matched.
One of the limitations for the solution is the lack of the ability to show previously matched events when a symptom is matched on multiple events. As the algorithm does not save any historical events in memory during pattern matching due to memory efficiency, the ability of retrieving the related past events becomes problematic. One of the solutions is to use another thread to persist matched events on the hard disk with indices. When users request historical events, the indices can be used by the engine to easily retrieve the data from the hard disk. Moreover, given the multicore architecture of contemporary computers, our future work will target the effective support of multithreaded architecture. However, it is a challenging task since the underlying architecture based on automata is inherently sequential. 
